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Introduction

This project was inspired by the 

SRCC Sports 2000 Championship 

technical regulations, where limited 

elements of the engine are permitted 

for development.

Experimental procedures were 

refined in Matlab to convert between 

measured camshaft & valve lift, 

using the matrix method and 

coordinate geometry. A Mathematical 

model was then produced to 

calculate cam-to-tappet friction. 

Harmonic analysis was carried out 

for determining valve spring surge 

characteristics, using the Fourier 

series. All findings were compared 

against commercial valve lift profiles 

[1],[2].

Measured Cam Lift to 

Valve Lift
The elected cam lobe measuring 

procedure introduced noise to 

higher order derivatives of lift. 

This was significantly improved 

by using a blended Gaussian-

Polynomial curve fit [3]. The valve 

lift matrix study introduced further 

noise. This was refined by 

interpolating the original 360 

measurements (1˚ cam angle) to:

• 0.5 ˚ = (720 x 720)

• 0.1 ˚ = (3,600 x 3,600)

• 0.01 ˚ = (36,000 x 36,000)
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Harmonic Analysis
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Valve acceleration from the study. The model fully 

converged at 0.1˚  matrix size. Interpolation type: spline 

(piecewise cubic).

Example of Matlab script for expansion and interpolation 

of cam measurement data before running the matrix.

Cam-to-Tappet Friction

Valve spring stiffness (valve lift profile) dominates 

contact forces at low engine speed, with valvetrain inertia 

(acceleration profile) opposing this at higher speeds.

A total friction power loss of 1.3kW

(inlet) was found [4]. Valve float 

speeds were compared to commercial 

data, where an estimated 20% 

reduction in power loss could be 

achieved by lowering the spring 

stiffness.

Valve float speed comparison between Piper Cams, Kent 

Cams, measured and improved (Gaussian-Polynomial), 
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Comparison of harmonic amplitudes for each valve lift 

profile (engine speed range highlighted). 10th order 

harmonic amplitude @ 6,396rpm (OEM valve spring).

The OEM spring surge frequency was 

calculated to be 533Hz [5] . Target spring 

stiffness reduced this to 473Hz, pushing 

the harmonic window for maximum engine 

speed (7,500rpm) from 9th to 8th order. 

A Discrete Trigonometric Fourier Series (TFS) of valve 

displacement converged at 36th order, allowing an 

approximation of harmonic amplitudes.
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